
Document on FalsKrag found with the Crimson Seer. (Unclear whether he wrote it.) Text detail dates it to about 
560 CY.  
 
FalsKrag is a place strange and unusual. It’s also a location mostly unknown to most travellers or adventurers until 
they sight the glowing tower. The locals consider it haunted, cursed, or both, and generally keep well away. It’s 
certainly a dangerous place, on the edge of the Lorridges – a lesser range of mountains inhabited by wild beasts, 
multiple humanoids and the scattered pockets of demi-human mining camps and villages in the almost wilderness. 
 
Fals Hold was built by the Velenese Lord Robann Falshandren in 420 CY, on a small plateau overlooking both the 
Fals River valley and the Falsford gap. The gap has good farming land, easily irrigated and local farmers were 
delighted with a lord who seemed interested in their welfare and was prepared to defend them against raiders. His 
few descendants were mostly appreciated, but unfortunately within a hundred years, the farms were burnt and the 
keep overrun, then abandoned. It hasn’t changed in the last half century. 
 
When Fals Hold was constructed, Lord Robann employed men to dig the keep into the cliffs where there had been 
some small caves, and put a basement under the main building. His digging was meant to have found passages 
and caves already old and dusty. Some say he had tunnels dug out and “claimed” to discover them. They certainly 
exist regardless of their origin. No one knows how widespread they are. It is known that the spire of FalsKrag has 
many caves, and its thought that many of the caves and the tunnels under the keep connect. There are legends of 
heroes coming to FalsKrag to defeat mighty beasts way back in history, rumours of dragon hoards, mysterious 
pools and fountains, magical research by early Suloise as they passed through, teleport devices and the 
suggestions of a link to other planes. Some of the orcs (many escaped the ‘Hateful Wars’) have been burying 
celebrated leaders in the mountain peaks for centuries. We don’t know how many humanoids could have been 
digging through the mountain. Both goblins and orcs are regularly seen in the area, though they keep well away 
from the river road. Veluna seems more concerned with the Ketites to the west, or the forces of evil to the northeast 
than troubles in the mountains.  
 
The authorities in Falsridge seem happy to ignore its existence, and the townsfolk under the priesthood there are 
less vocal about superstition. Most people in Falsford have an opinion that they are happy to offer. It seems like 
most believe that anything worthwhile in or under the ruin was looted long ago, but stories and rumours still arise 
regularly. The history of the place over such a short time includes possible parricide, mysterious disappearance, 
and tragedy. The ongoing hatred (or fear?) of one of the “dead” lords is surprisingly active even now. FalsKrag 
keeps its fierce reputation from reputed disappearances, reports of encounters with monsters, and the distinct lack 
of some people returning. (Most of these are likely just people going somewhere else, regardless of whether or not 
they went to the Krag.) The town leaders don’t mind the occasional adventurers with their money, regardless of its 
source. While they don’t encourage people to go there, it’s likely that they are happy having an income source that 
isn’t on its way to the western border or heading south. 

 

 



…near Corusk. It was a single flawless green crystal – a skull-shaped stone, a bright vibrant green. It was not like 
any emerald I have seen – if indeed it was an emerald, even ignoring its size. Incredible transparency. An exact 
replica of a humanoid skull, but a little smaller than that of a human. They called it the spirit stone of the Sami. 
The keeper is Ki’Kaane. He recited a list of Keepers to me, which now I cannot recall to write. There were at least 
ten names. Each Keeper passes on the stone to the one that the spirits revealed to him. The new keeper receives 
the stone after a private ceremony at the age of twenty. All the keepers live long. Ki’Kaane looked like a grizzled 
warrior of who has lived through two score winters, but he recalls a raid (after he became Keeper) against the 
Great Kingdom in the time Rax ruled. So he was young before Ivid took over in 1081.… I saw him heal a child with 
beams of light from the eyes of his skull stone….  
He will place the stone on the heart of the earth at the moment of sunrise on the Day of Awakening at which point 
it will join with the other stones which will have been set in place by their own keepers. The full array, linked 
through their lessors in the Temple of the Earth, join the heart stone and bring to life the dragon of the winter 
snows, freeing it to fight the source of all evil and thereby heal the woes of all mankind and the earth. He told me 
the Day comes in Fireseek every one-hundred and eleven years, but it is not always the same day. 
 
 -- “The Schnai” copied from “Thillonria and the northern Suel”, Rorilas of Marner, 1142 OR. 
 

 

 

 

Shrines, chapels and memorials – multiple deities represented from different pantheons. 

A few are recurrent – particularly Oeridean influence seems to be present in both past 

and present. Shrines in Falsford and Falsridge. (Note Mayaheine, Zlichus, and Rao.) St. 

Cuthbert not present though history in Veluna prevalent? 

 

The black gate 

 

The deep stair – broken? An actual staircase, or natural formation, or an easily 

climbable shaft? 

 

AZ? AS?  

 

The Hall of the Gods – light by magical flame, statues and altar, blessings 

 

Nearly all the peoples are all known or represented under the mountain, but not the 

Rhen? Did they pass it by or just not leave their mark. Hall, prophecy or history 

 

chamber of seeing – divination, vision of past? present, future, more than one? 

 

Elemental principles, five elements, four halls, pillars of power… 

 

Four swords, one each. The “blades” came to fight Ket, from Geoff or Sterich? Denian 

– mage warrior? crafted weapons 

 
Mayaheine, the Shield Maiden is a recently ascended paladin of Pelor, brought here from 

another world to help fight the powers of darkness and evil. She is portrayed as a strikingly 

tall woman with blue eyes and auburn gold hair, dressed for battle. Her shield, Hope’s 

Champion, turns back evil magic upon its source, and her bastard sword Triumph stuns 

fiends and tyrants with a touch. Her holy symbol is a shield with a bastard sword, sunburst, 

two golden sphere and two victory runes. While she is fine warrior, she is above all a 

protector. 

Clerics of Mayaheine train themselves and others in self-defense. They travel to prove their 

bravery, right wrongs, and to destroy strongholds of evil. The faith sponsors many paladins. 

Protection, Justice and Valor. 
 



 

 
Every dwarf exults in work, be it craft, trade, or warfare, and in those days the dwarves had strife and toil 

aplenty. Silvervein took no pleasure in battle, and the making of mundane objects did not lighten his heart; 

instead, he turned his hand to grander things. Moradin himself took an interest in his labors, posing as a wide-

eyed apprentice. With Moradin’s aid, Silvervein produced the Great Tools. The Fierce Axe was the last and the 

finest, as it was made using the other tools. After Silvervein finished his work and the Axe lay steaming from 

the final quenching, Moradin blew upon the cooling metal; the deity’s breath infused the Axe with power. 

Silvervein knelt before his sovereign, Moradin taught the dwarf the secrets of the Axe, then departed. For the 

remainder of his long life, Silvervein carried the Fierce Axe wherever he went, and when he wielded it in battle 

none could withstand his puissance. 

 

Silvervein passed the Axe on to the second Dwarven king, and he to the next, and so on through the 

generations. So began the Age of the High Kings, each bearing the Fierce Axe as a symbol of authority and 

divine favor. Silvervein’s descendants became known as the One Clan, and the Axe became its symbol. Though 

a symbol of Dwarven pride, the dwarves seldom spoke of the Axe to outsiders, and never explained its true 

history, significance, or powers. Non-dwarven scholars eventually dubbed the Fierce Axe, the Axe of the 

Dwarvish Lords. 

 

The Age of the High Kings ended in tragedy when the dwarf Brassbeard, nephew to Irontooth, the last High 

King, slew his uncle and seized the Axe. The betrayal plunged the dwarves into a terrible civil war. Many brave 

and noble dwarves perished at the hands of their brothers, and the One Clan was sundered, never to recover. 

Brassbeard had secretly become a disciple of Abbathor, the dwarven deity of greed, and that dark deity relished 

the avarice unleashed during the war. Before disaster completely overtook them, the warriors and clerics of the 

One Clan who had been closest to Irontooth sought out the treacherous Brassbeard. After a vicious fight, 

Brassbeard was slain and the Axe recovered. Secretly, the surviving dwarves of the One Clan created a splendid 

tomb for Irontooth within their hidden stronghold and interred the Axe with him. They also buried Brassbeard, 

but his tomb bears no name. 

 

Still the dwarven civil war raged on, as ambitious dwarves struggled to claim the high kingship. Without the 

Axe, however, no single dwarf could hold the quarrelsome dwarven factions together. Irontooth’s kinsmen 

never reclaimed the throne, being too weak to hold it in the face of so many challenges and unwilling to see 

anyone else claim the One Clan’s birthright. One by one, Irontooth’s kinsmen were killed or simply passed 

away, taking the secret of the Axe to their graves. 


